GROUND LEVEL STUDENT STREET
TAYLOR LOUNGE

HBF – Venice Chair

SOFA – Coalesse Pasio Sofa

LOUNGE CHAIR 1 – Coalesse Pasio chair

COFFEE TABLE – Coalesse Passarelle Table

CONSOLE TABLE – Coalesse Passarelle Table

END TABLE – Coalesse Passarelle Table
LEVEL 1 STUDENT STREET AND LOUNGE
LEVEL 1 STUDENT STREET AND LOUNGE

KI Athens Table
Herman Miller Eames Chair
National Myriad
Coalesse – Visalia Lounge

Coalesse CG1
Coalesse CG1 Table
Coalesse Bench  $1,616 List
LEVEL 2 STUDENT STREET AND LOUNGE
LEVEL 2 LOUNGE SPACES

KI Athens Table

Herman Miller Eames Chair

National Myriad

Coalesse – Visalia Lounge

Coalesse CG1

Coalesse CG1 Table

Geiger – Scissors Chair

Coalesse Bench
LEVEL 1 FOOD SERVICE
LEVEL 1 FOOD SERVICE

BOOTH – Falcon Dunhill

Hightower – FourCast Chair

Hightower – FourCast Barstool

CAFÉ and BISTRO TABLES – Falcon J91 disc base with grade C top